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In terms of an interatomic pair potential, which well characterizes the dynamic properties of liquid
Ga, we investigate again the origin of the well known high-q shoulder in the static structure factor
of the liquid. Similar to the results of Gong’s simulation at high temperature, dimers with extremely
short bond lengths are indeed found in our model just above the melting point, but our results
indicate that it is unlikely for the high-q shoulder to be produced by these dimers. Instead, based on
our model, the high-q shoulder is resulted from some medium-range order, which is related to the
structures beyond the first shell of the radial distribution function, caused by Friedel oscillations
within a nanoscale range. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3294565�

I. INTRODUCTION

Polyvalent liquid metals �Ga, Si, Ge, Sn, As, Sb, and Bi�
are well known for anomalous structures, mainly character-
ized by a shoulder appearing on the high-q side of the first
peak in the static structure factors of these liquids.1,2 The
origin of the shoulder structures has been a long-standing
subtle problem in liquid metal physics and several scenarios
have been proposed.3–9 Using the interatomic pair potentials
derived from the pseudopotential theory, which generally
have a ledge-shaped repulsive core and the long-ranged
Friedel oscillations, Hafner and co-workers reproduced the
shoulder structures in liquid Ga, Ge, and Si,5 and concluded
that the peculiar static structure factor is determined by two
characteristic lengths: the effective hard-sphere diameter re-
quired by sphere packing and the Friedel wavelength �F as-
sociated with the oscillatory part of the pair potential. The
high-q shoulder is, therefore, predicted to occur near 2� /�F.

Among these polyvalent elements, Ga shows uncommon
properties, including low melting temperature �Tm=302 K�,
an increase in density upon melting, and complex solid-state
phases under high pressure.10 These properties are closely
related to the existence of the covalent dimers, with a bond
length of 2.44 Å, in solid Ga��-Ga� at the ambient
pressure.11 Based on an ab initio simulation of Ga at
T=1000 K, Gong et al.7 found the existence of very short-
lived covalent dimers, which were considered as the rem-
nants as �-Ga melts and expected to increase in concentra-
tion at lower temperatures. They attributed the high-q
shoulder in the static structure factor above Tm to the pres-
ence of these covalent dimers.

By classical molecular dynamics �MD� simulations with
an interatomic pair potential generated by a first-principles
pseudopotential theory, Tsay12 reproduced not only the
shoulder structures of liquid Ga, but also the naive structural
variation in Ga as rapidly quenched from the liquid state to
the supercooled and glassy states and then reheated. After

analyzing the liquid and amorphous structures, Tsay8 postu-
lated that the shoulder structures in liquid Ga are primarily
due to some four-atom clusters, which become predominated
in the amorphous states and �-crystal. Thus, the origin of the
high-q shoulder in the static structure factor of liquid Ga is
still unclear and debated so far.

In the past decade, dynamics of liquid Ga has been in-
tensively studied by inelastic scattering experiments.13–17

The results of these experiments also provide information
related to the structures of liquid Ga and play a role on ex-
amining the existing potential models used in simulations for
mimicking the liquid. In Sec. II, we first investigate the va-
lidity of the pair potential ��r� used in the simulations of
Tsay by comparing the calculated dynamic quantities with
several sets of inelastic scattering data, which include the
dynamical structure factor S�q ,��, the dispersion relation,
and the damping factor of collective excitations at low q as
well as the linewidth of S�q ,�� at high q. Our results indi-
cate that the model of Tsay, without any fitting parameters, is
appropriate for describing the dynamics of liquid Ga. In Sec.
III, we turn our attention to the structures produced by simu-
lations with ��r� at thermodynamic conditions of Ga at T
=323 K. Dimers with bond lengths near 2.44 Å are indeed
found in our simulation; however, we give several reasons to
question the interpretation that the high-q shoulder in the
static structure factor of liquid Ga is produced by the dimers
themselves. On the other hand, by comparing the liquid
structures generated with ��r� truncated at different dis-
tances at the same NVT conditions, we find that the high-q
shoulder is associated with some medium-range order, which
is related to the structures beyond the first shell around a
partilce.18 The medium-range order, caused by the Friedel
oscillations within a range of nanoscale, favors the formation
of the four-atom clusters pointed out by Tsay. Our conclu-
sions are given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPARISON OF OUR MODEL WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Generated by the generalized energy independent nonlo-
cal model pseudopotential �GEINMP� theory,8 the inter-
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atomic pair potential ��r�, shown in Fig. 1, has a soft repul-
sive core and an oscillatory part. In the oscillatory part,
which has �F=1.93 Å, the minimum of the first attractive
well is located at �0=4.32 Å, and the first, second, and third
maxima of ��r� are located at �1=5.17 Å, �2=7.15 Å, and
�3=9.13 Å, respectively.

As with our previous works,19,20 we perform MD simu-
lations of 3500 particles interacting with ��r� at T=323 K
and number density �=0.05 Å−3, which is close to the ion
density of liquid Ga at this temperature and pressure of about
1 bar. In our simulation, the predictor-corrector algorithm is
used and a time step is 5.45 fs. Under the periodic boundary
conditions, particles are confined in a cubic box of length
41.25 Å and ��r� is terminated at half of the box size.

Relative to ��r�, the first and second peaks of the radial
distribution function g�r� of the simulated liquid are located
at 2.77 and 5.46 Å, which are distances well inside the re-
pulsive core of ��r� and slightly over the first maximum of
Friedel oscillations, respectively. The calculated static struc-
ture factor S�q�, shown in Fig. 4, has the main peak at qM

=25.4 nm−1, followed by a shoulder around 32.5 nm−1,
which exactly equals 2� /�F.

In the following, we compare the dynamic properties
calculated by the model of ��r� to the experimental data.

A. Dynamic structure factors at low q

The dynamic structure factor SMD�q ,�� of ��r� is ob-
tained via a time Fourier transform of the intermediate scat-
tering function generated by our simulation.19 To compare to
the experimental data of inelastic x-ray scattering �IXS�,
SMD�q ,�� is weighted by the detailed balance factor and then
convoluted with the instrument resolution function, which
has a width of 3.0 meV, used in the experiment.13 The com-
parisons of our results with the experimental data of liquid
Ga at T=315 K for three wave vectors are presented in Fig.
2, in which no fitting parameter is involved. Our model gen-

erally describes the dynamic structure factor of liquid Ga,
except for a slight deviation at q=5.75 nm−1 due to the sys-
tem size of our simulation.

B. Sound speed and the damping factor of collective
excitations

Shown in Fig. 3 is the longitudinal current spectra
CL�q ,�� calculated by our model and analyzed with a
damped harmonic oscillator �DHO� model,21 which is ex-
pressed as

CL�q,�� =
Aq�q	q�

��2 − �q
2�2 + �	q��2 , �1�

where the fitting parameters Aq, �q, and 	q are referred to the
amplitude, energy, and damping of the longitudinal excita-
tions at q, respectively. Obtained from the fits, �q and 	q at
small q are found to be linear with q. In the insets of Fig. 3,
the fit results of the dispersion relation and the damping fac-
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FIG. 1. Interatomic pair potential ��r�. 
 is the depth of the first attractive
well, corresponding to a temperature about 47 K. �0 is the location of the
first minimum of ��r�. �1, �2, and �3 are the locations of the first, second,
and third maxima of the oscillatory part, respectively. The inset shows the
comparison between ��r� �solid line� and the LJ potential �dashed line� with
the same 
 and the distance at the first zero of the potential.
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FIG. 2. Dynamic structure factor of liquid Ga. The solid lines are the results
calculated by our model at T=323 K and the circles are the IXS data at
T=315 K �Ref. 13�.
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FIG. 3. Longitudinal current spectra CL�q ,�� of our model at q
=3.25 nm−1 �circles�, 4.5 nm−1 �squares�, 5.75 nm−1 �diamonds�, 7.0 nm−1

�up triangles�, 8.1 nm−1 �down triangles�, 9.5 nm−1 �pluses�, and 10.5 nm−1

�crosses�. The dashed lines are the fits with the DHO model given in the
text. The insets show �a� the excitation energy �q and �b� the damping factor
	q /q. The filled circles in �a� and �b� are the fit results of our model. In �a�,
the dashed line is the sound dispersion, and the open squares and diamonds
are two sets of the IXS data at T=315 K �Ref. 13� and T=373 K �Ref. 17�,
respectively. The open triangles in �a� and �b� are the INS data at T
=320 K and the open circles in �b� are the results of other model �Ref. 14�.
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tor 	q /q versus q are compared to the corresponding experi-
mental data.13,14,17 Through the low-q limit of the dispersion
relation, the sound speed of our model is estimated to be
2860 cm/s, which is consistent with the adiabatic sound
speed of liquid Ga just above Tm.22 Also, the damping factor
	q /q of our model is in good agreement with those obtained
by inelastic neutron scattering �INS� and the prediction of
other model.14

C. Spectral linewidth of dynamic structure factor at
high q

For the wave vectors in the kinetic regime, the sound
waves in a liquid are strongly damped and the dynamic
structure factor has only a single, Lorentzian-like central
peak.23 For q larger than 15 nm−1, SMD�q ,�� of our model
can be fitted with a single Lorentzian. Shown in Fig. 4, the
linewidth of the fit Lorentzian Z�q� as a function of q exhib-
its a minimum, which is the so-called de Gennes narrowing,
very close to qM.24 In the experimental data of the spectral
linewidth of dynamic structure factor, an anomaly is ob-
served on the high-q side of the de Gennes narrowing; the
anomaly is a second minimum by the IXS technique15 but a
shoulder by the quasielastic neutron scattering �QENS�
technique.16 In our data of Z�q�, we also observe a shoulder
on the high-q side of the de Gennes narrowing. The shoulder
in Z�q� is almost at the same position of the high-q shoulder
in S�q�, with the width of the shoulder somewhat narrower
than the one observed in the QENS experiment.

According to the comparisons given above, we confirm
that our model is appropriate for describing the structures
and dynamic properties of liquid Ga just above Tm.

III. ORIGIN OF THE ANOMALOUS STRUCTURES

A. Are the anomalous structures due to the dimers?

In order to address whether the shoulder appearing in
S�q� of our model arises from the dimers as proposed by
Gong et al.,7 we defined the bonded atoms as those having at

least one neighbor within a cutoff rb. From the distribution of
the nearest-neighbor �NN� pairs shown in Fig. 5, we find that
the values of rb for our model is roughly from 2.34 to 2.93 Å.
Besides the atomic pairs with separations less than rb, which
are referred to dimers, the radial distribution function g�r ,rb�
of the bonded atoms also has contributions from the inter-
dimer pairs which separations are larger than rb.

At rb=2.38 Å, as shown in Fig. 5, the contributions to
g�r ,rb� from these two kinds of atomic pairs are well sepa-
rated because the bonded atoms are rare. The concentration
of the dimers is quite low; in average, only one dimer is
found in each configuration of 3500 particles. The dimers
with such a short bond length are actually the mutual NN
�MNN� pairs, which are two atoms with each other as NNs.25

Due to their short separations, the repulsive interaction
within each MNN pair is much stronger than those felt by
other atomic pairs in the liquid and this strong repulsion
makes the MNN pair survive only within a very short life-
time �less than 100 fs� during a collision. As rb increases, the
dimers are not necessarily the MNN pairs and some dimers
are connected to form clusters, with a result on g�r ,rb� that
the distribution is no longer separated but has a sharp jump at
rb and the interdimer contribution generally reflects the be-
havior of g�r�. At rb=2.78 Å, the similarity between g�r ,rb�
and g�r� indicates that almost all of atoms in the simulation
are the bonded atoms.

The structure factor S�q ,rb� of the bonded atoms with a
cutoff at rb can be obtained via the formula

S�q,rb� = 1 + 4���
0

�

�g�r,rb� − nb�
sin�qr�

qr
r2dr , �2�

where nb=Nb /N is the percentage of the bonded atoms in the
simulated system. Correspondingly, S�q ,rb� can be separated
into Sd�q ,rb� and �S�q ,rb�, which are the structure factor
due to the dimers and the residue owing to the interdimer
pairs, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Spectral linewidth Z�q� of dynamic structure factor at high q. The
filled circles are the results of our model. The open circles and squares are
the data of IXS �Ref. 15� and QENS �Ref. 16� at T=315 K, respectively.
The dashed line is the S�q� of our model with a scale referred to the right
axis.
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FIG. 5. Radial distribution functions of bonded atoms for rb=2.78 Å
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circles� in the inset. The dotted line is g�r� of the liquid. The thick and
thinner solid lines are the distributions of the NN and the MNN pairs in the
liquid, respectively �Ref. 25�.
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S�q ,rb� and �S�q ,rb� of our model are presented in Fig.
6 for several values of rb. At rb=2.38 Å, S�q ,rb� is almost
equivalent to Sd�q ,rb� which oscillations can be approxi-
mated as sin�qrb� /qrb.24 As rb increases, the behavior of
S�q ,rb� changes from the dimer structure factor to S�q� of the
liquid, with the main peak of S�q� developing from a peak
not appearing in Sd�q ,rb� and the location of the high-q
shoulder in S�q� close to the maximum of Sd�q ,rb� around
q�32 nm−1. The variation in S�q ,rb� with rb agrees with
Gong’s results obtained by ab initio simulation at high tem-
perature. However, the variations in Sd�q ,rb� and �S�q ,rb�
with rb provide an evidence against the interpretation that the
high-q shoulder originates from the dimers.

By increasing rb up to 2.78 Å, Sd�q ,rb� always behaves
similarly, without much change in the oscillation but with a
little increase in amplitude for more dimers are involved. On
the contrary, the variation in �S�q ,rb� is quite dramatic. At
rb=2.38 Å, �S�q ,rb� is extremely small and fluctuated,
since the interdimer pairs among the bonded atoms are rather
rare. As rb equals 2.48 Å, two peaks, with their positions
very close to those of the main peak and the shoulder in S�q�,
emerge in �S�q ,rb�. By increasing rb further, the two peaks
are enhanced in value but their positions almost persist, and
finally the shape of the two peaks is akin to the main peak
and the shoulder in S�q�. This result gives an evidence that
the high-q shoulder in S�q� is associated with the interdimer
pairs, rather than the dimers.

B. Medium-range order due to Friedel oscillations

To investigate the effective range of ��r� to produce the
shoulder in S�q�, we examine the variation in liquid struc-
tures with the interaction range of ��r� from the repulsive
core only to the full range. We have performed MD simula-
tions at the same NVT conditions with the truncated pair
potential �i�r� for i=0,1 ,2 ,3, which is obtained by truncat-
ing ��r� at �i and shifting in energy by the value ���i� so
that �i�r� has a finite range.26 �0�r� is the repulsive core of
��r�. �1�r� contains the repulsive core and the first attractive
well, with a depth corresponding to a temperature about 47

K. The ranges of �2�r� and �3�r� extend to include the first
two and three attractive wells, respectively; the depths of
these attractive wells decrease with increasing distance, as
shown in Fig. 1. In the following, we present the static struc-
ture factors, the radial distribution functions and atomic
bonded pairs �ABPs� �Ref. 8� of the fluids with the truncated
�i�r�.

1. Static structure factor

The static structure factors Si�q� of the fluids with �i�r�
�i=0,1 ,2 ,3� are shown in Fig. 7. S0�q� of the fluid with the
repulsive core only is generally recovered back to the behav-
ior of a hard-sphere fluid, with the first peak shifting to
25.7 nm−1 and increasing in magnitude. The essential differ-
ence between S0�q� and S�q� is that there is no shoulder
appearing on the high-q side of the first peak. By including
the first attractive well in the pair potential, the first peak of
S1�q�, compared to S0�q�, is lowered but has no significant
change in position, while the values of S1�q� for q in the
shoulder region, which is between 28 and 35 nm−1, are el-
evated. The consequences of including the second attractive
well are that the first peak of S2�q� shifts closer to that of
S�q� but has no change in magnitude and the values of S2�q�
in the shoulder region are continuously elevated. The effect
of extending the interaction range to include the third attrac-
tive well causes an increase in magnitude of the first peak
and the appearance of a noticeable shoulder on the high-q
side of the first peak; hence, S3�q� has a close resemblance to
S�q�.

The appearance of the shoulder in the high-q region can
be further identified by the derivative of Si�q� with respect to
q, dSi�q� /dq, which is shown in the inset of Fig. 7. In gen-
eral, dSi�q� /dq on the high-q side of the first peak is negative
and increases with q. A monotonic increase in dSi�q� /dq
with q indicates that no shoulder appears in this region. Once
a shoulder appears in Si�q�, the behavior of dSi�q� /dq is
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distorted from a monotonic increase to the appearance of
some extrema, where the slope of dSi�q� /dq is zero. The
monotonic increase in dS0�q� /dq and dS1�q� /dq indicate that
no shoulder appears in S0�q� or S1�q�. dS2�q� /dq shows very
weak extrema, signaling the emergence of a weak shoulder
in S2�q�. Evidenced by the clearly observed extrema in
dS3�q� /dq, the structures in the liquid of �3�r� are developed
well enough to produce a shoulder in S3�q�.

According to the results presented above, we conclude
that the effective range of ��r� for the full appearance of the
shoulder structures should extend up to include the third at-
tractive well; the effective range is, therefore, in a nanoscale.

2. Radial distribution function

In real space, the changes in the liquid structures with
the range of pair potential are manifested in Fig. 8, which
shows the comparison between g�r� and the radial distribu-
tion functions gi�r� of the truncated �i�r�. Clearly, all radial
distribution functions possess almost the same first shell, in-
dicating that dimers with extremely short bond lengths can
be also found in the fluid with the repulsive core �0�r�. Be-
tween the first and second peaks, all distribution functions
have a small hump near 4 Å, which is close to the minimum
of the first attractive well in ��r�. This small hump is also
observed in the radial distribution function of liquid Ge.27,28

In agreement with the case in static structure factor, the ef-

fective range in Friedel oscillations to make gi�r� saturated to
g�r� should include the first three attractive wells. As shown
in the inset of Fig. 8, Friedel oscillations cause two effects on
g�r�: pulling inward half a particle from the second shell to
increase the small hump near 4 Å and pushing the second
shell and the rest outward for compensation.29 This gives an
evidence that the high-q shoulder in S�q� is associated with
the structures beyond the first shell of g�r�, which possess
some medium-range order in the liquid.18

3. Atomic bonded pairs

To manifest further the medium-range order due to
Friedel oscillations, we calculate the averaged fractions of
ABPs �Ref. 30� in the simulated liquids. It has been shown
that as the system simulated with the pair potential generated
by the GEINMP theory is quenched from liquid phase into
amorphous solids or � crystal, the 1201-type ABPs become
predominated. The 1201-type ABPs are clusters of four at-
oms, with two being a root pair and the other two being the
common neighbors of the root pair within a bond length but
the separation between the two common neighbors larger
than the bond length.12 Also, it is found that some large
clusters formed with more 1201-type ABPs may produce a
high-q shoulder in S�q�.8 In this paper, we set the bond
length to be 3.4 Å, which is close to the first-minimum dis-
tance of g�r�, so that the separation between the two common
neighbors in the 1201-type ABPs is generally in the region of
the small hump in g�r�. By comparing the calculated data
given in Table I for the liquid of ��r� and the fluid of �0�r�,
Friedel oscillations make the fraction of the 1201-type ABPs
increase about 20%, which favor the occurrence of the
high-q shoulder pointed out by Tsay.8

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, by classical MD simulation with an inter-
atomic pair potential generated from the first-principles
theory, we have reproduced the structural and dynamic prop-
erties of liquid Ga just above the melting temperature. Good
agreement between the predictions of our model on dynamic
properties and the experimental data suggests that our model
is an appropriate one for describing liquid Ga.

Similar to the results of ab initio simulation reported by
Gong et al.,7 dimers with bond lengths comparable to that of
the covalent molecules in solid �-Ga are indeed found in our
model. However, we give several reasons to question the
interpretation that the dimers are the origin of the high-q
shoulder in the static structure factor of liquid Ga. First, the
concentration of the dimers at temperatures just above melt-
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FIG. 8. Radial distribution functions of the liquid with ��r� �solid line� and
the fluid with �0�r� �dashed line�. The two dashed lines indicate the dis-
tances of r1 and r2 in our evaluation for �N and the arrow indicates the bond
length in the calculation of ABPs. The inset shows the variation in the
second and third shells of the radial distribution function with the interaction
range of ��r�.

TABLE I. Averaged fractions of ABPs Nijkl in the fluids simulated with the full-range ��r� and the truncated
�i�r�.

Pair potential N1201 N1211 N1301 N1311 N1321 N1421 N1422 N1431

�0�r� 0.156 0.048 0.114 0.253 0.067 0.052 0.105 0.081
�1�r� 0.176 0.046 0.124 0.255 0.063 0.047 0.096 0.072
�2�r� 0.191 0.046 0.133 0.252 0.059 0.042 0.091 0.064
�3�r� 0.190 0.045 0.135 0.251 0.059 0.042 0.092 0.064
��r� 0.188 0.045 0.134 0.251 0.059 0.042 0.093 0.065
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ing point is quite low. Second, the extremely strong repulsion
within a dimer makes the dimer unstable, surviving only for
a very short lifetime during a collision. Besides these two,
we provide evidences that the high-q shoulder is associated
with the atomic pairs between the dimers, rather than the
dimers themselves.

Our simulations indicate that Friedel oscillations pro-
duce a modulation on the local structures of particles, which
are mainly determined by the soft repulsive core in our
model. The modulation on the local structures gives rise to
some stable medium-range order, which is related to the
structures beyond the first shell of the radial distribution
function. The high-q shoulder in the static structure factor is
found to be associated with the medium-range order caused
by Friedel oscillations. According to our model, the effective
range of Friedel oscillations to produce the medium-range
order should include, at least, the first three attractive wells,
so that the effective range is in a nanoscale. Thus, our results
are consistent with the picture given by Hafner et al.5 that the
shoulder structures are a result of the interplay between two
length scales, characterizing the size of the repulsive core
and the wavelength of Friedel oscillations.

The high-q shoulder in the static structure factor is a
common feature to many polyvalent liquid metals. Accord-
ing to our study, the anomalous structures characterizing the
high-q shoulder are quite complex, since a number of atoms,
more than 20 estimated for liquid Ga, are involved. To mani-
fest the anomalous structures, a picture of atomic structures
in three-dimensional space is requested. This is challenging
but important to fully understand the origin for the high-q
shoulder of those polyvalent liquid metals and will be a fu-
ture work.
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